Terms of Use
Staker.tech is an educational website aimed to raise the public awareness about the benefits of
the cryptocurrency consensus algorithm called Proof-of-Stake.
The Staker.tech News section contains messages on the latest events from the world of
Proof-of-Stake cryptocurrencies. Some news may be updated or even deleted in case the
information presented by our sources proves false. The Proof-of-Stake Calculator present on
this website may potentially experience technical difficulties and show wrong numbers although
the probability of this scenario is low. This may happen if the analyzed cryptocurrency
blockchain is itself experiencing bugs and/or attacks. For these reasons, Staker.tech does not
recommend to use the website as a sole method of your investment decisions.
Staker.tech lists various cryptocurrencies (or, as they sometimes called, digital currencies)
implementing the Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm. The Staker.tech staff is not responsible
for the development mistakes, mismanagement or potential unlawful activities of the developers
of cryptocurrencies listed on the website. The administrators of Staker.tech can delist
cryptocurrencies the teams of which have been legally suspected and/or found guilty of fraud
schemes and/or withdrew from managing their own creation properly.

Privacy Policy
Your personal data is processed in the form of cookie files or simply cookies. On Staker.tech,
they may be used for the following reasons:
-

tracking what news attract our public the most to make the site more attractive
advertisement purposes (theoretically)
other site management stats

Staker.tech is ready to provide you with the data acquired about your device(s) and your user
behavior within the site upon request in accordance with the GDPR (The General Data
Protection Regulation 2016/679). Staker.tech is ready to erase the said data in compliance with
the same law. On your part, you need to prove that the data you are requesting indeed belongs
to you. This can be achieved through various means we can discuss individually with each
applicant.
Staker.tech wishes to remind you about a useful privacy feature found in most of the Internet
browsers today: you can turn them off and remain unnoticed by the advertisement systems.
However, you are losing an opportunity to see ads which would satisfy you the most.

Note that the Staker.tech Proof-of-Stake Calculator does not require your registration and/or
identification - the inserted values and/or calculation results are not stored on our servers or
anywhere else except your browser forms history.

